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Rubric Midterm 
 

MyLabs Group   
MyArtsLab 

Prompt Code 
Provide a unique 
identifier 

 
Art10 

Prompt Type 
Check appropriate 
type 

Expository 
 

 

Descriptive 
 

X 

Narrative 
 

Persuasive 
 

 

Assessment 
Goals 
Briefly summarize 
and describe the 
assessment goals for 
this prompt (e.g., 
Student 
Understanding, 
Critical Thinking, 
Integrating 
Concepts, Writing 
Quality, Other) 

 
 

(1) Assess the student’s ability to recognize formal elements in a work, and 
then write a formal analysis. (2) Development of visual literacy and correct 
usage of correct terminology in writing a formal analysis. (3) Development of 
critical thinking skills as student reflects on work. (4) Assess the ability of the 
student to convey key information in a well-written descriptive essay. 

Instructor 
Requirements 

 
 
 

Prompt   
 

In her 1994 “Women of Allah” series, Shirin Neshat explores the stereotype of 
Iranian women in Western culture.  
 
Practice “slow looking” as you look at Neshat’s ‘Rebellious Silence’ black-and-
white RC print and ink image, thinking about how you would describe it in 
detail, making the reader see the image through your words. Consider these 
questions as you think about the image: How does the title of the piece relate 
to the image? What sense do you have of this woman in looking at this 
picture? How does the artist challenge the viewer?  
 
Write an essay in which you describe the work in detail, re-creating the image 
for the viewer using your own words. Then, basing your response on your own 
reflections from your “slow looking,” respond to the questions above, thinking 
about how the title relates to the image and how the artist might be 
challenging the viewer through this work.  
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Minimum Maximum Expected (Avg.) Comments 
 

 
100 

 
425 

 
250 

 

Length of 
Response 
(in words) 

 
 

 
 

  

Planned Scoring  
 

  Trait 1 Trait 2 Trait 3 Trait 4 Trait 5 
Trait 
Name 

Holistic 
 

Ideas 
 

Organization 
 

Conventions 
 

Voice 

 
Focus & 

Coherence 
Score 
Points 

 
Weighted 
Average 4 4 4 4 4 
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Trait 1 Rubric:  Ideas 
Specific Trait 

Score Point  Description of Student Response 
 
 
 
        4 

 
[This is the most important part of the answer.]  
Student describes the work in detail, creating the image through 
their words. Specific examples will vary, but should include most of 
the following: 
1. Subject of photograph identified as an Iranian woman; 
2. Reference to Farsi text written in calligraphic script across face; 
3. Clothing of woman; 
4. Woman holding gun straight up, dividing face; 
5. Woman directs gaze at viewer; 
6. Impact of dark shadow cast by gun across face;  
 
[This is the second most important part of the answer.] 
Provides personal reflections about the work that are accurate and 
insightful. These will vary by response, but may include:  

1. How title relates to the image; 
2. How artist challenges viewer. 

 
Specific examples will vary, but should include most of the 
following: 
1.  Reference to the title, “Rebellious Silence.” The title 
deconstructs traditional Western notions about the oppression of 
Islamic women. 
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2. Mention of the text being poetry by contemporary Iranian 
women poets who had written on the subject of martyrdom during 
the Revolution.  
3. With interplay of light and dark, character’s intentions open to 
interpretation.  
4. Farsi poem adds additional layer to work as the viewer can only 
read it if he or she understands Persian.  
5. Artist depicts the veiled woman as powerful. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
        3 
 

 
Student describes the work in detail, creating the image through 
their words. Specific examples will vary, but should include some 
of the following: 
1. Subject of photograph identified as an Iranian woman; 
2. Reference to Farsi text written in calligraphic script across face; 
3. Clothing of woman; 
4. Woman holding gun straight up, dividing face; 
5. Woman directs gaze at viewer; 
6. Impact of dark shadow cast by gun across face;  
 
 
Provides personal reflections about the work that are mostly 
accurate. These will vary by response, but may include:  

1. How title relates to the image; 
2. How artist challenges viewer. 

 
Specific examples will vary, but should include some of the 
following: 
1.  Reference to the title, “Rebellious Silence.” The title 
deconstructs traditional Western notions about the oppression of 
Islamic women. 
2. Mention of the text being poetry by contemporary Iranian 
women poets who had written on the subject of martyrdom during 
the Revolution.  
3. With interplay of light and dark, character’s intentions open to 
interpretation.  
4. Farsi poem adds additional layer to work as the viewer can only 
read it if he or she understands Persian.  
5. Artist depicts the veiled woman as powerful. 
 
 

 
 
 
        2 
 
 

 
Student describes the work in detail, creating the image through 
their words. Specific examples will vary, but may include few of the 
following: 
1. Subject of photograph identified as an Iranian woman; 
2. Reference to Farsi text written in calligraphic script across face; 
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3. Clothing of woman; 
4. Woman holding gun straight up, dividing face; 
5. Woman directs gaze at viewer; 
6. Impact of dark shadow cast by gun across face;  
 
Little effort to describe own reflections based on “slow looking.”  
 
Response may include some vague, confusing, or inaccurate 
information.  
 
 

 
 
        1 
         
 

 
Student fails to describe the work in detail and is unable to 
describe their own reflections based on “slow looking” or  does so 
in a vague, confusing or inaccurate manner. 
 
Response does not include any specific examples or does so in a 
vague, confusing or inaccurate manner. 
 
 

 
 
 
Trait 2 Rubric:  Organization  
Specify Trait 

Score Point  Description of Student Response 
 
 
 
         4 

 
Organization is clear and helps the reader understand the respondent’s 
point of view. Transitions connect concepts and guide the reader. 
Contains an effective introduction and conclusion. 

 
 
 
         3 

 
Organization helps the reader understand the respondent’s point of view. 
Transitions connect some concepts. Contains an appropriate introduction 
and conclusion. 
 
 

 
 
 
         2 

 
A lack of organization interferes with the reader’s understanding of the 
respondent’s point of view. Response has few transitions that would help 
the reader follow the essay. Either the introduction or the conclusion or 
both are ineffective.   
 

 
 
 
         1 

 
A lack of organization profoundly interferes with the reader’s 
understanding of the respondent’s point of view. Response lacks 
transitions that would help the reader follow the essay. Both the 
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introduction and the conclusion are absent or ineffective.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Trait 3 Rubric:  Conventions 
Specific Trait 

Score Point  Description of Student Response 
 
 
 
        4 

 
Response does not contain a significant number of errors in grammar, 
spelling, punctuation, or word choice. Errors do not interfere with the 
reader’s understanding. Response demonstrates variety in sentence 
structure. Demonstrates sophistication and skill with a wide variety of 
conventions. 
 

 
 
 
        3 
 

 
Response contains a significant but not excessive number of errors in 
grammar, spelling, punctuation, or word choice. Most errors do not 
interfere with the reader’s understanding. Response demonstrates some 
variety in sentence structure. Demonstrates control over basic but not 
complex conventions. 
 

 
 
 
         2 
 
 

 
Response contains a substantial number of errors in grammar, spelling, 
punctuation, or word choice. Many errors interfere with the reader’s 
understanding. Response demonstrates little to no variety in sentence 
structure. Demonstrates minimal control over basic conventions. 
 

 
 
 
         1 
 

 
Response contains a large number of errors in grammar, spelling, 
punctuation, or word choice. Many errors interfere with the reader’s 
understanding. Response demonstrates little to no variety in sentence 
structure. Demonstrates a lack of control over basic conventions. 
 
 

 
 
 
Trait 4 Rubric:  Voice 
Specific Trait 

Score Point  Description of Student Response 
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        4 

 
The writing has an individual, engaging voice with a compelling tone.  
There is a sense of a personality behind the written words.  Words are 
precise and natural.  Sentences are graceful and clear with a natural 
rhythm and variety that demonstrate fluency.  Awareness of audience is 
evident. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
         3 
 

 
The writing has a clear but uncomplicated voice.  The writing is 
relatively fluent, but overall it may lack spontaneity and vitality.  Word 
choice is appropriate and functional.  Sentences may occasionally be 
awkward or repetitious but demonstrate some variety in structure.  Some 
awareness of audience is evident. 

 
 
 
         2 
 
 

 
The writing may have an artificial or uneven tone.  Word choice may be 
simple and limited, or overly jargonistic, reflecting text written to 
impress.  There may be little evidence the writer is engaged in the topic; 
the text lacks liveliness.  Sentences may be choppy, rambling, or 
repetitive in a way that limits fluency.  There may be little or no audience 
awareness. 
 

 
 
 
         1 
 

 
The writing may lack voice or use a tone inappropriate for the audience.  
Word choices are vague, inappropriate, or incorrect.  Sentences may be 
limited in variety or be comprised of awkward fragments or run-ons 
which produce a halting voice.  No commitment to audience and/or topic 
is evident. 
 

 
 
Trait 5 Rubric:  Focus & Coherence 
Specific Trait 

Score Point  Description of Student Response 
 
 
 
        4 

Response persuasively justifies its conclusions through logic, examples, 
and illustrative language. References to people, events, places, 
relationships, etc. effectively demonstrate a strong command of the 
relevant concepts in art history. 

 
 
 
        3 
 

Response justifies its conclusions through some combination of logic, 
examples, and illustrative language. References to people, events, places, 
relationships, etc. effectively demonstrate a good command of the 
relevant concepts in art history.  
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         2 
 
 

Response provides some justification for its conclusions. Some 
combination of logic, examples, and illustrative language are present but 
are inconsistent or somewhat ineffective. References to people, events, 
places, relationships, etc. demonstrate only a partial understanding of the 
relevant concepts in art history. 
 
 

 
 
 
         1 
 

Response provides no significant justification for its conclusions. Logic, 
examples, and illustrative language are absent, inconsistent, and/or 
ineffective. References to people, events, places, relationships, etc. 
demonstrate no more than a weak grasp of the relevant concepts in art 
history. 
 

 


